ACCESSORIES

AIR ELIMINATOR & STRAINER

DESCRIPTION
- Aluminium body
- SS 316 basket
- Viton® Seals
- Mesh size: 100 Mesh (150µ)
- Air eliminators are available in 3 sizes:
  - 2": Part Number BSA050
  - 3": Part Number BSA075
  - 4": Part Number BSA100

Y TYPE STRAINER

DESCRIPTION
- Body: CF8M
- Screen: SS316
- Working press: 800 psi/PN40
- Y-type strainers are available in 4 sizes:
  - ¼" 200 mesh (74µ):
    Part Number YS800-01 (BSP) YS800-02 (NPT)
  - ½" 60 mesh (250µ):
    Part Number YS012-01 (BSP)YS012-02 (NPT)
  - 1" 60 mesh (250µ):
    Part Number YS025-01 (BSP)YS025-02 (NPT)
  - 1½" 60 mesh (250µ):
    Part Number YS040-01 (BSP)YS040-02 (NPT)

WALL MOUNT BRACKET

DESCRIPTION
- Aluminium wall mount bracket to suit models MX06-25
  - Suitable for MX06: Part Number MXA-06-WM
  - Suitable for MX09: Part Number MXA-09-WM
  - Suitable for MX12: Part Number MXA-12-WM
  - Suitable for MX19-25: Part Number MXA-25-WM
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